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Acoustic Release Systems 

Ocean Research Equipment Corp., Acoustic Release Device -
Previous Use and Testing 

Raytheon Corp., Acoustically Corttrolled Actuator~ Tests 
American Machine and Foundry Co., Acoustic Coded Command ~ystem - Tests 

R. H. Reinmiller 

Introdilction 

In the.fall of 1967 an extended program of tests was 

begun to evaluate several types of.acoustic anchor,release 

devices available on the market.' This program was.prompted 

by a.need to isolate and correct problems which-came to 

light after,·several years .of use of the O.R.E. system. Two 

other systems, one made ·by· Raytheon and the other by American 

Machine and Foundry Co!, were tested. This report deals 

with previ0us use of O.R.E.t•s system by the W!H.O:I. Buoy 

Project and the testing program in 1968 and with-the Raytheon 

and A~M.F. test series. Detailed description of these 

syspems and their operation will not be undertaken in thts 

report. Reference is made to· data published by the resp.ective 

manufacturers. 

Acoustic Release Syst·erns ;· ·'G'etieral 

Comparisoi;i of these sYftems is ~complicated by dif:ferent 

modes of operation in•each'case. · However, all the systems 

must meet certain basi·c criteria in their operation. The 

first consideration is .reliability. That is;· does the device 

perform its basic· functj,on, i: e. me·chanical release., when 

commanded to? This quest·ion, because of the statistical 

nature, of the acoustic process, ·must··be approached statis

tically. This implies large 'numbers o.f trials. The second 

consideration is security, or what is the susceptibility of 

t~e device to triggering from sources .of noise, either 
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natural or man-made in the ocean, when no command has been 

given. No effort was made to try to evaluate security. Three 

approaches are possible in thi-s, area. First, noise s~:mrces may 

be simulated in the laboratory. Second, the device may be 

put in the ocean. The third approach is the theoretical one~ 

Most of the manufacturers 'involved have done this last type of 

analysis~ The second approach involves long exposure times in• 

the ocean. 

Each of the release devices tested includes, at least 

as an optional feature, provision for·transmitting information 

as tb whether the device has been released. In the case ef the 

Raytheon system, an additional channel also transmits-in

formation on the attitude (horizontal or vertical) of the 

underwater unit~ A third considerationi then, is·how re

liable (or useful) are these functions? 

O.R.E. Release ...:. Previo·u·s· Use 

The O.R.E. release system employs a dou~le-sideband, 

supressed-carrier signal. Co~irtg'is provided by carrier 

frequency, modulation frequency, and signal duration. 1 A 

12-KHz. ,pinger is available as an optional reature to pro

vide conrirmation of £'iring.'' This· 'pinger was not used by 

the Buoy Project previous ·to l968. The system was 'used by 

the Buoy Project between January· 1965 and October 1967 en 

sixty7'"seven occasions· at sea·~- ···on··•thirty-one or these oc

casions, no conclusions can be drawn about release perfor

mance, usually because of the· loss of''the mooring. The 

other thirty-six are listed in Table.I. 

On.twenty-three occasions, the release perrormed its· 

function on command, although ·on-· two or·'these (255 and 257), 

only- after a considerabie· 'number ·of ·commands .. , This includes 

214 and 216 which were fitted'with·oversize sling rings and 

thus failed to release ·mechanically, although they fired 

their squibs on command. There·were·three known cases 
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(254, 258a, and M.I.T. Exp. #1) o.f units re.fusing to release 

due to a mixup in the piston ·a-rings-: These also had ap

parently fired but not released. Two cases (195 and 231) 

involved a release,whieh .functioned on its timer, no attempt· 

having been made ·to ·release it on -command. Three subsurface 

moorings (234, 235, and_ 246) refused to surface even though 

ac0ustic...!beacort •signals· ·indicated that ·the ·moorings were 

intact. These are considered· ·release ·•failures. 

A single:irtstance'of ·pre~tripping of an O.R:E! release 

has been identified·'by W!·'R. 'Wright. A ·series of subsurface 

moorings was set 'in the··Denmark Straits in March of 1907. 

One of these re.fusea.:·to · come· ·up-·on command and was. later 

recovered by dragging.' ·· 'The 're-cord · .from two depth recorders 

on the mooring •is. 'shown ·in .. Figure ·-J:; ·At, "A'' the mooring is 

supported by six steel floats. At ·"B" tp.e release apparently 

tripped letting the buoyancy ·se-ction surface. At "C", one 

day later, the lower ·recorder ·dropped to the bottom~ It is· 

supposed that at,this ;point one balI broke loose and two 

.flooded. At "D" the mooring surfaced·again., apparently 

after the flooded ·balls ·broke o:f.f. 'At --"E" one more ball 

broke loose and the gear sank. ·The ·gear, ·when recovered, 

had only two ·b~lls ·on it, both badly 'battered. Pack ice 

in the area accounted·.for·the loss ·o.f the balls. Ice noise 

has been·sugges~ed·as ·a·possible source'o.f noise to actuate 

the release. 

The most"serious cases 'are ·those ·±n which the release 
".:"':/· 

worked stlccessf'ully ·on its ·backup'·•timer a.ft er it had re,--

.fused to work ·on ·command... The·'eventual '.functioning or the 

unit on the •timer ·indicated ·that··there ·was 'no mechanical 

problem wit-h 'the- ·unit·, -such ·as ··O-'r±ng- ·reversal. This hap

p.ened on four··occasions (193; 251; ·252b; ·and 25$b). There 

were enough ·o:f these- ·mal.functions .. ·to--prompt 'the initiation 

of• a testing- ·program- on ·the ·O . .-R. E. system. 
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TabTe· I 

: i Days Surf'ace or Release ResponEle 
Station# Location at--Sea--.--Subsurface # Command Timer N0tes 

179 D 27 ss 13 yes 

183 D 2 ss 17 yes 

184 D -56 ss 17 yes 

189 D 56 ss 17 yes 

192 D 43 ss 16 yes 

193 D 139 s 28 no yes 

195 J 77·· s 28 --- yes 

201 D 32 s 32 y_es 

203 D 67 ss 32 yes 

205 H 44 ss 30 yes 
.i:::-

208 D 2 s 40 yes 

210 D 38 s 30 yes 

212 D 6r-: ss 43 yes ---
214 D 2 s 49 yes --- Release fitted with wrong-
216 ~ .. • D 2 5 47 yes --- size ~liQg rings 

II II . II - II 

220 D 59 s 47 yes ~--
231 D 1 s 49 ---- yes 1 
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Ta0le I (Continued) 
.. 
Days Surface or Release Response 

Station .if. Location a,t Sea Subsurface, ,., # Commr3,nd Timer Notes 

.-234 G 55 ss 17 no Beacon signal indicates· 
(lost) ; mooring intact 

2]5 H 54 ss· 71 no --- " . " " 
(lost) 

~ .. -23_9·-~ ·-·ss1 50 . "•" s 6~.t ~ ;res; .. .... .... .,.. 
24.2 D 50. .. s .. 69 ;re-s , ..... -. ..... 

243 D 51 ss 72 
, 
yes 

244 SS3 9 s 49 yes 

246 H 51 ss 77 no no 

249 D 8 ss 47 yes 

25e D 8 ss 78 yes 
\J1 

251 D 8 ss 79 no yes 

252 D 8 ss 81 no no ' (Two releases on mooring) 
82 no yes 

254 D 7 ss 79 no no Pist0n a-rings reversed 

255 D 1 ss 82 yes --- .. Took numerous trie~ to fire 

257 Gulf of Maine 1 s 80 yes --- Refused to fire until hauled 
up just under ship 

258 D 1 s 80 no no (Two releases on moorings) 
82 no yes O-rings r~versed 

M.I.T. "Anchor Drop Exp. #1" no --- O-rings reversed 

M.LT. "Ancp.or Drop Exp~ #2" yes· O-rings reversed 
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October ·1967--cHAIN 7 4 

Tests were carried out by D. Ketchum from O .. R.E. using a 

specially modified release unit. Release #83 was wired to 

provide an outside connection to the output o.f the receiver 

detector. The incoming, detected signal could then be 

monitored via a hardwire connection. A D.C.-level shift 

indicated when the squib relay had closed. 

Lowerings were- made on the conducting wire on the acoustic 

winch. A 12-KHz. pinger was .attached below the unit~ It was 

immediately found that the one-second repetition rate pinger pul

ses were shutting of'f the'Automatic Gain Control in the re

ceiver, thus prev·ent±ng the- necessary 2. 5 seconds o.f signal 
. . 

from getting through. Even after the removal of the pinger, 

however, it was impossible to trigger the unit due to the 

presence of noise of··undetermined origin.: 
Bermuda ·Tests 

A set of tests was carried out by O.R~E~ in Bermuda in 

November of 1967. The tests were carried out over a two-
day period using two vessels: R/V PANULIRUS .from the Bermuda 

Biological Station, and the BAY QUEEN, a fishing_boat. The 

interrogator and its···transdu.cer. were put·· on, the BAY QUEEN and 

the release was lowered··on- a con.ducting wire_ f'.r.9m the .. PANULIRUS. 
. . - . . 

The only m0dification ·to ·the release, after- the __ Octpber CHAIN 
. - ·.• 

tests was to reduce the ·±ntegrat~on time to 1. 5 sec.on,ds,. The 
.,,: 

interrogator used was-a portable,,battery-powered unit. 
. . 

A single lowering was made on the .first day_. . Several 
. . . 

series·of interrogati-ons we~e ma~e at variou!3 deptl1s and 
source .ranges. After·appr-oximately_seventy interrog?-"tt9ns, 

the command signal ·began to sounEi::distorted and_ tJ.:ie ,rel.ease 
failed to respond: It···was~·decided:.:_that the batteries in the 

interrogator were ·getti!1g ··1ow, .SELoper:ations were terminated. 

On the second'day ·a-battery ch8:'!ger was carried on the 
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the BAY QUEEN and=used ·between series of interrog~tions. 

Seventeen series ··of' about 'ten· interrogations each were made 

at varying depths and ·ranges: The batteries again gave out· 

on the last.series. 

On all lowerings'on·b0th days a 3.8 KHz. acoustic beacon 

was attached to the ·wire 'above the .release. This beacon had 

a two-&econd re~etiti~n ·rate'and a-timing circuit that sbut 

it off for approximately ·thirty seconds at one-minute intervals. 

At each interrogation 'it was determined whether the beacon 

was on or off by listening on a hydrophone. The beacon stopped 

working during the ·seventh series~-

Table II shows ·the'·results;of the interrogations for 

both days disregarding ·preliminary .. interrogations made to 

adjust equipment· at the 'beginning of each day and the series 
when the batteries were·low. 

Putting the ·release···on 'the bettom seemed to have no 
·' 

effect on its-performance. Series of interrogations made at 

two-meter· intervals ·near· the''bot.tom and at ten-meter intervals· 

near the surf'ace ·gave.-·no ·indication ··of, multipath problems. 

Transducer depth·· was""a-iso varied.with no apparent effect. 

Considerable·-'amounts of 'reverberation were noted as dis.,.

torted signals continued ·to come. in for several seconds after 
I ! ... 

stopping the interrogation:· The!.water depth was approximately 
. . . 

950 fathoms. Once the ·release_fir.ed a second time on the 

reverberating signal·~ · ·Typical. firing times -'on.t:t:ie direct 
• ..;.-:~1 ' 

signal, even with considerable distortion; were about'f'our to 
;;:,,;-- ~·· 

five seconds~ 

Table II 
Attempts ·· ·wo·t· 'Fi.red. ··Fi·r·ea·· . "% -Success 

Beacon ON 55 5 50 91 '. % 
Beacon OFF "160 ,, 4 . T56 97. 5% 
Totals ' 215 9 206 93 % 
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Considerable·- noise was ob\served_ at approximately_ :B :KHz_. 

It s~emed to have · litt-J:e ·ef·fect _ on. perrormance.. The beacon 

could be seen·shutting 'down the AGC~and cutting of'f.the si.gnal 

every two seconds- and· ·seemed to have some effect~ as may be 
seen from Table II. 

December 1967 ~-'ATLANTIS.TT ·41 

The integratioti•t±merof the lowered unit was increased 

to 2. 5 seconds for·'this ,·cruise~ .. The object was .. to inves

tigate the•performance·'of 'the ·release with the longer in

tegration time and·with-beacon (3.8-KHz~) interference. The 

first lowering was ·made·with a beacon (two-second rep-rate) 

above the release and·· a·' st·andard release (# 4 7) wi tl) a 1. 5 

second integration·time'and·confirmation 12 ... KHz. pinger be

low the monitored ·release. (See,. Table III. ) 

A number of ·preliminary interrogations made at 10 m . . 
before the beacon ·was··attached,. indicated the release was 

working properly,; '··A:fter·'attacbi~g.,the beacon., a total of 

nineteen interr~gations .. were ·~ade :at .. various source depths. 

and release depths ·to··'l;ObQ ·:rn~ .. All failed to fire the unit. 

Release #47 was ·:then 'f'ired .with a 'single -commarnil. at 

1., OOQ m. It ·fired 'imrneo.iately ·,as ,:__confirmed by the pinger., 

which·turned on.· The~·gear ·was '-hauled up and the 3.8-KHz. 

bec:3.con removed;····The ·unit 'was ·sent down with the 12-KHz. 

beacon still operating. 

Forty-five 'interrogations were .. made ·at various release 

depths and source ·depths ·with only· twelve successes ,_qefore the . , ·) 

pinger stopped~ •·It ·was-·:foun?- in.: th~s seri~s 'that yr;i.E?-;. release 

responded quite well ·w±th"'the· ~ourc~. at twenty-six feet depth., 

but poorly with other·s-ourc~·?:ept?s-. 

After the pinger ·stopped~:twenty-five attempts were made 
. ::: ·r . 

of which nineteen-·were ·succe·ss:fu~ . ., .. ~~t~ ten straight successes 

with the transducer ·at· ·twenty~si:x feet. 
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· ·. ··· ~- ··TABt;E· TII 

Unit Source ...... _. ......... 

~ 
Series Dep·th m. ' ·· De·p·th m-~ ,· -·' · ·.1ttt·emp't s · ·su:c·c·e·s·ses Interference 

1 75 .,. ..... s:. 30 3 0 3.8 KHz • 

2 300 30 3 0 II 

3 300 20 4 0 II 

4 300 40 3 0 II 

5 1000 40 6 0 II 

.i; 6 75 50 6 0 12 KHz • 

7 300 50 9 0 II 

8 1000 50 6 tl II 

9 1000, 26 9 6 II 

10 1000 50 6 0 II 

11 1©00 26 6 6 II 

12 1©00 38 3 0 II 

e 
13 1000 , 32 3 3 None 

14 1©00 35 5 2 II 

~ 

15 1000 32 7 4 II 

16 1000 22 10 10 II 

17 1000 26 3 0 II 

18 1©00 32, 4 4 II 

19 1000 29 8 6 II 

' 
20• 1000, 32 4 2 II 

21 1000 100 3 0 II 

22 5.00 100. 6 0 II 

23 500 26 7 7 II 

24 500 100 2 0 II 

~ ..... ·-= 

-"·· -·TabTe-' ·rv -

25 500 26 17 14 II 

26 500 100. 12 12 II 

27 500 26 7 7 II 
g 
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The gear was bro~ght ·up and_r.elease il-47 with the 

12~KHz. pinger removed: #83 was~sent back down. A series-of 

interrogations was'·made at a constant·· release depth, while 

varying the sourc·e ·depths. Results were mixed. The gear was• 

then ·re-rigged with re·lease #47 __ with confirmation pinger be

low the.test unit~ The unit responded well to signals from 

a source depth of·twenty~six feet, but not from 100 feet. 

#47 was then fired ·with"the··so.urce at 100 feet. 

The test unit'was ·hauled_up.and modified to have a 

1. 8-second integrat±-i::m time and-sent down to 500 m. It 

worked well at,both'twenty~six feet and 100 feet source 

depths. (See Table IV.) 

The decreased'·integration-- time :-·drastically reduces 

the effects of 1·nterf'eririg ''signals _which shut down the re

lease: AGC cir.cuit•·and ··of' ·multipath .interference .from varying 

source depth. The··e:f'f'e-c·t··of-·the .shorter integration time on 

the security·of the··system·has not been evaluated. 

,. 
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A series of ·tests 'df the Rattheon ACA was carried out on 

several cruises·. ·· 'The ·un:tts 'tested were two prototypes, the 

first built by Raytheon-:· ·The ·"ACA .. system ·'uses a four-frequency 
2 coded system. Each ·part· 'involves ,the simultaneous absence or 

presence o.f various·frequency combinations and the two parts 

are transmitted one· ·after ·the .:.·other-. Two :frequencies are 

used for replies '"by th'e" unit .. to .. iriterrogation from shipboard. 

Four :channels are ·available--±n.eaeh release unit, each with 

its own unique four,..af'requency, tw0-,,part code. The quick-reply 

chann,el simply 'provides··a ·si.rigle-,,,frequency reply for locat;i.on 
' purpo'ses ~ ·An ·attitude;.:.monitor .channel replies·· on either, of 

the two reply frequ:enc±·es 1 depending 'on ·whether the unit is 

horizontal or ·vertical.· The squ:i:b.,.-interrogation- channei in-' . 
dicates whether the ·squ:i:b...::.firing .. circuit has continuity and 

thus whether the· squ±b·•has •:fired. The fourth channel is ·-used 

to fire the squib. 

June 1967 - CHAI"N. ·68 

ACA unit #1 was: de·ck·tested .. and lowered on the hydrowire 

to 2 ,:500 m~ Al1 ·functions ·-except actual .firing of the squib 

were checked out:-· ·Unit ·seemed.::to be .. operating _properly. 

While setting··a-·moor±rtg ·one .. day later on which it was· 
. . . . . 

intended to place ·the ·AC:A-·a13 'aneher release_, Vnit #1 fired 

prematurely as it was ·being pai~ .o:1t .over the syErrlJ,j The 

mooring was hauled from ·the. upper .end and the release insp.~cted. 
• • ,' f : ; t 

It was, two-thirds ·to· three-quarters ... _full of water. It was 

rinsed and the batteries'were removed but no repairs were 

possible on shipboard·~•-·"· •Un:tt···#2-.. was ... then lowered to 2,450 m. 

on the hydrowire, ·bro~ght··up"and.checked. It had not leaked. 
I 

A sec"ond lowering ·o:r ·#2; ·was :mad.e .::several days later., to 3,000 m. 

Mixed results were ·obtained·'with-.various interrog~t=i:ons and 

two squib-fi:rirtg- ·command·s -is·ent .. while it was' at 3:, boo m. failed 
. . 

to fire it. · The--release ·operated ··properly on deck the next day. 
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Three ·more lowering-s·were made,..J,On the,first, ship noise 
t • •• 

prevented identif'fcatidn"·o.f :release ~replies. Five' firing_ com-
. . . 

mands were sent artd when'tfie.release was brought up, it had 

fired! On the ·second •:I:·oweri!J.g .to 250 m., the unit worked well 

and was fired'on·comrnand.' A third lowering was similar. 

August 1967 - ·CHAI:N ,71 

ACA unit· ·#2 was•·placed ·on ·mooring ·station 253 at a depth 

of 2 ., 000 m. The ·1:1-nit was ·not .. inserted into the mooring as the 
' . 

anchor release, 'but· ·rather ·was ~-placed off-line, shackled to 

a, piece of· chain ·±n ·the·'mboring .. : ... A 'series of range tests-were 

made by interrogating ·the unit .in each·· or its three reply modes.. 
I ' I 

Resul'ts are. shown '±n-·Table V.• 

·--·irabTe· V 

Interrogation ,Number of ·., 

·:r:nt·erro·ga:t·:to·ns· ,. 

Quick reply 7 

Attitude 5 

Squib cond. 5 
Quick·reply 10 

Attitude 10 

Squib 12 

Quick reply - . 8 

Quick reply 7 
Quick reply 'vl5 

.Number of 

· "Rec·e·i·ve·d ·re·pTi·es 

D 
10} 
10 

10 

6 

5 
0 

Range (horiz.) 

Miles 

2-4 miles 

1.4 miles 

_ .2. 9 miles 

5 . .3 miles 

7.1 miles 

'ACA #1 was then •·lowered ·on t.he,.,hydrowire to 1,000 m~ and 

further tests ·were·made·(See'Table VI.} 
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Mo.de. 

Quick reply 

Attitude 

Squib 

Quick·reply 

Attitude 

Squib 

··· .-TabTe· VI 

No: b.f 
:Irit.er.r.O:gat:ici.ris. . . ·.No .... o.f . .Rep.li.es. 

50 
13 

7 

4 
1 

1 

50 
12 

6 

4 

1 

1 

Depth 

100 - l,0G0 m. 

Less than 
100 m~ 

During these tests,\it w~s_fotind that when the ACA was 

asked for a quick ·rep-J:y; ·:tt ·sometimes ·replied at the, wrong 

frequency. Near the ·surface, it replied in the quick-reply mode 

without' command. In·this ·particular unit, the quick-reply in

terrogation used·a low-drder security code with a single fre

quency and half part- code~-- Apparently ship·' s noise was caus

ing the quick replies. 

In later range ·tests, replies,..could not be heard at 

ranges greater than two-miles, apparently due to noise. ACA #2 

was later .fired. Two ·commands_were:necessary and upon recovery 

of the mooring the:mechanism··was.· .. abservea. tq have worked. 

A test lowering ·on:·the "hyd:r0w:ire of ACA #1 11;:i.s 'made to 

investigate the ·performance ;o.f the.;.unit while lyJ:r,i.g_.9n the 

bottom~ A ·certain ·amount ··df; a.ir!icu.lty was found in ,a,tt;.~.WJ;>ting 

to .fire it while ·in- 0 the· :mud. 

Raytheon later ·re1forted ·a···shipboard unit code spacing_ 
. . 

error which -they ·feel ·a-c!·courttea.:::r0:r .:the diff'icul ty j.:p firing 
. . 

the #1 unit. This ·wou1d·seem.·'t·o::be-..'confirmed by the .fact-that 

the quick reply., 'a one....:.part-··code.,~workea. while the. two-part 

code (attitude and·squ±b-) 'did not. 
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October 1967 .-_ ·CHAIN 7 4 
In October the --equ±pment''was-~pr·imarily operated by W.H~O.I! 

personnel-. Unit ·iJl had·'been modified. The squib-interrogation 

channel was changed·to~~an:i:to~ a_magnetib switch on the.in-

side of the case. ' A···sma11 ·magnet.in a holder on the outside of 

the case kept the·switbh·diosed. This magnet was connected 

by a string to the· ·weight.''to be_ tripped· by the release mec

hanism. When-the weight ·was·released, the magnet pulled off 

and let the switch·open:. 'The squib-,interrogation chanel 

thus monitored the·•actual ·mechanical functioning of the re

lease instead of squib •c·ontinui ty ~ A number of lowerings · were 

made using both ·units.··-Results_were 'mixed. In the first 

lowering, a number··of'··:tnterrogations were ·made at mid-depth. 

The unit (#1) was ·then•la±d·on'.the-bettom;~interrogated and 

command_ed to fire. ···Further·"±nterrogations indicated the 

magnet was still "in-·piace ·so the:-squib presumably had not 

fired. The release ·was:'J:i.fte.d .off' :the bottom and again in

terrogated. ·After two ·f:i:ring ·c.ommands, the unit indicated 

that the magnet was gone:· This was- confirmed upon hau4-ing 

the unit to the ·surf'ace. 

After rearming;·the ·un:i:t was, again lowered to the bottom. 

A number of ihterrogation-s···were made'_·on the way downA __ When• 

the unit was ·ion the- ·bottom·~ •'f~::i;:t:1g-,_co~ands were given. In

terrogating the ·unit ·as ··to ·whether-·the magnet was 'still on 

brought several inconsistent ·replies.: The unit· was- then 
. . 

lifted off the:·bottom ·and'·:trtterrogated again. Replies as to . .' 
condition of' magnet··were ··st±l·l _ .in.con:3~ste1:t ~ 

dropped to the·bottom and'raised_tbree times. 

the surface it had not r·eJ:ease.d .. 

The unit was 
: ✓ i. ~ 'I "t 

When ha,uled to 

The unit was ·then-·lowered t<:L2.,.4bo m., interrog?,ted_and 

commanded to fire. Further··±nt,erregation indicated that the 

magnet was still on~ ·When the unit.was'hauled aboard, it was 
. . . 

found that; the weight had··been ~~e.leased but the string con.,.. 

nected to,, the. magnet had ·brtrken, leaving the magnet in its 

holder. 
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On the final ·lowering; ·un:i:t _fi2 .'.was placed on. t:Pe bottom 

and commanded ·to •:fire:·· 'RepJ'.ies .:to ~subsequent interroga"t;ion 

indicated the ·squib had •:fired~ ... Numerous ··'interrogations at mid

depth were made ·on·"the ·way down and on the way up. When the 

unit was brought,·aboard -±t ''had :fired. 

Resµlts of' all"·±nterrogations .made on these loweri-ngs, ·as 

shown ih Table VII-; ·indicate. ·th'.3-t ~in "the ~"quick replyP mode 

repli~s ·. were ·received •-81%-•o:f ·the time. In the 11 interrogate 

squib'' (or·magnet·) ·mode·rep~i~s-Cof either indicati0n) were 

received only 67% ·•o:f ·the "·time, .and-:in ,the-· 11atti tude interrogate" 
; 

mode, · 52% of the ·time~·_. ··Furthermore, the replies in the latter 

two mode·s were not 0aJ:ways -co3:sist~nt. For instance.~ at one 

point after a ·.f±r±ng-·command; a.:ser:i:es 'of' ten interrog~:tions 

gave seven 11 noes·11 and '•three "yeses 1!. Including all interro-· 

gations of ·both ··units "in ·a.11 ·:three ·.modes, ·replies were heard 

in 206 out of 309 -·attempts ·f'or ·an av~rage of' 67%. 

Quick Reply 121 

Squib (Magnet) 66 

Attitude 122 

32 
43 

F2 Replies 

98 

12 

21 

Some di:fficu1ty ·was'•encc;-~1ntered.~_?::ti ·attempting ~o fire the 

unit while it was ··lying ·on ·the 'bott0m. ! R.estil ts here were also 
it 

inconsistent., 

Conclusions 

Results with this•·system ·w:er.e:!±nconsistent. Successive 

_replies to interrogations ·were_:o~~ena:~orttradictory. ~ For 

identification ·o:f·=the··rep:l:y"•f"r.eqne:ney.;· •the ··operator mu_st rely 
. . 

on two indicator. lights •·on ·"the· .sh±':pboard unit. These replies 
. . 

are si-ngle pulses.- · ·J::f·.·repetitive -signals were used, a graphic 
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detection and recordi!}g··system :could .. be used. 

The weight ·of ·the-·und·erwater .un±t (195 ·pounds) made it 

difficult to ·handJ:e ·over 'the··-:-s:i:de _:ef the ship. Raytheon 

reports they are ·bui'id'ing··a ·production 'version of this unit, 

using smaller transducer ·and'·integrated ·circuits, which will 

be considerably--l±ghter·: '"·However, this ·substantially different 

unit would require ··further 'testing. 

. . . * * * 

Tests of' t·he .. American ·Machine and Foundry Acoustic Coded 

Command Syst;em were·carried out on the December, 1967 Buoy 
~ '. \-,; ' 

Pr0j ect cr.uise {ATLANTIS II·, 41). The AMF system uses a 

pulsed, amplitude modulated double· sideband supressed carrier 

signa13 .. The signal' employs a code of five levels: carrier 

frequency, modulati0n frequency, pulse width, pulse repetition 

frequency:, and time durat_ion~ In the model test~d, thre.e 

channels 'were ;a;,a:'ilab1e ,'·a'll'. using,:all..five 'code levels. The 
";" - - . 

first channel turned ·on ·a 12-,Kffz . .::,;~=one-second repetition rate, 

pinger for a pres·et ·length ···of time.; The ~ecqp.d chahhel ·· fired .. _ .. 
the release. Release ·actuation :turns ··on ·the· piJ?,ger, ,..1;irhich 

' 
then remains .,on.~ The ·third''•channel .can be U!3e0. for, actuation 

of external devices .. Only the f'irst two channels were used 

in these tests. 
' The tests were divided·±nto~two parts. In the first 

part the release was lowered ·on the.·hydrowire. In-the se-c.ond, 

it was placed oh a mooring. For·the"first lowered tests, a 

3.B~KHt. :acoustic beacon•was attached to the wire ten meters . .• . 
' above the release unit in an attempt to look at interference 

problems. An attenuation box was put on.the output of the 

shipboard command unit which allowed\ steps o:t' attenuati0n of 

up to 50 db. to be put·in. At,each depth'a-·series'of up to, 
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twenty-five interrogations would be made at varying atten

uations to determine the threshold. level at which the unit 

began to respond! After each interrogation the 12-KH~. pin

ger would be listened for. (A series of interrogations were 

also made at each depth with a.new type of shipboard command 

unit being tested by AMF. Da~a,f.rom this unit•is.ignored 

for th~ purpose of this rep0rt,.) With the release near the 

b0ttom the squib was~then. fired and firing confirmed by the 
pinger. 

On the second'lowering, a sepa~ate 12-KHz. pinger was 

attached.ten meters above the unit as a bottom finder. Several 

series of interrogations were made at various intermediate 

depths and near the bottom. The unit was ... the,n, laid on the 

bot~om and a serie9 of interrogations made. It was then 

fired while on the~bottom~and ftring confirmed. The only 

effect of putting the unit on the bottom seemed to be to in

cr~ase the threshold. attenuat:L0n by abeut fifteen db~ In·, 

ot:qer words,,, it t00k fifteen db·., more power to fire it in, the 

mud than at .the same range.hanging on the,wire. The power 

required to fire it when on the bottom, however, was., still 

ten db. down from the maximum power available from the ship

board unit .. 

The release was.then put 0n a.mooring eighteen meters 

above the anchor in about· 2, 60G m~. of water-. Range tests 

were made starting at eight miles horizontal range. No re

spon9e could be g0tten until the range had been reduced to, 

four miles. Thresholds were then,determined at one-mile 

intervals up to the mooring. Later the release was •success

fdiif fired to retrieve the mooring. 

In Fig. 2 the threshold atte:rmation in db. is shown as a 

function of-slant.range, both f9r lowered and moored tests~, 

The thresholds for each ,series (at a particµlar depth. or 

range.) were estimated from the data .. 

In Fig. 3 the percentage of successful interrogations 

is plotted as a function of percentage, of-power-attenuation 

threshold. Each trial was assigned a percentage _basea on the 
C 
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threshold for its series;· Then_all~trials in each threshold 

interval~ regardless •o.f·conditions;(depth~ etc.) were collected 

and the percentage·of•succes~e~.plotted. 

In many cases;· the ·total ·:number o.f trials in an interval -

was .,.very small. · ·Therefore~ ·the.;percentage successes for thoi:,e 

intervals are not ··very ·meart:rng.ful~ _. Taking cumulative figures, 

of -.all trials between-··o and ·5CJ% of .threshold, 98. 2%·· were 

successful. Of a1.1·tria:J:s·up:to.99%"o.f threshold, 95.6 % 
were successful. ·No 'd:t.ff:i:eulty :was •found in hearing the 

reply signal. The•presence~of.the.12-KHz, pinger on th~ wire 
-

during one lowering did ·not seem to affect the functioning of 

the release. 

One anomalous ·e.ffect··w~s·noted.on 0ne lowering~. Three 

series of interrogat±uns'w~re.made at 800 m., 850 m. and 

ba~k at 800 m~ The ·thre~holds•.for.the series were respectively 

30 db., 43 db., anq. ·43 ·db:~·· 'The .. threshold at 800 m .. seemed to 

change by 13 db.· ·No ·explanation-has been given for this but, 

in any case, the 0 thresholds·found were well below the peak 

s0urce power ·available. 

The system worked-consistently~ bbth in the lowered tests 

and in the moored~ests ■-~~The~l2KHz~.piriger ih the release 

could be heard quite ·easily. The ;receiver in th,.~. sh}pboard 

unit simply uses an audio · Ctouds.p.eaker) output.~·~-- The repetitive 
-· - - -

reply signal could·be·reuurdedy.alth0ugh the clock controlling 
- ef ' •• 

the pinger repetiti·on ··rate -:ts .not .very accurate or,1,,stap;r.,e, so , 

that it might be di.f.ficu1t ··t0 use this -pinger as a homing 

beacon. 

It should be .noted ·-that ·the .. .firing confirmation .function 

in this .system·~ctually~monitors_the retraction o.f the piston 

in the release mechanism-.-·· ··This .. is ::eontrasted to the O. R. E. 

system where the 0 voitag~·at·the .. squib 'is monitored, or,the 

Raytheon system, which fin ··the .s.tandard··model) monitors squib 

continuity •. The·A:M~F. ·mechanism is probably more positive. 
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